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ABSTRACT
We present a trace based approach for analyzing the runs of
Inductive Logic Programming Data Mining systems, without
needing to modify the actual implementation of the ILP
mining algorithms. We discuss the use of traces as the basis
for easy and fast, semi-automated debugging of the under-
lying (query) execution engine of the ILP system. Our ap-
proach also provides a way to monitor the behavior of quer-
ies generated by the ILP algorithm, allowing an evaluation
and comparison of the impact of different execution mech-
anisms. The traces can be extended further, and as such be
useful for visualization and monitoring of other aspects of
ILP data mining systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.5 [Software
Engineering]: Debugging; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Met-
rics; I.2.6 [Artificial Intelligence]: Learning

General Terms: Algorithms, Measurement, Performance

Keywords: Inductive Logic Programming, Traces, Debug-
ging, Monitoring

1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining [12] is the process of finding patterns that

describe a large set of data best. Inductive Logic Program-
ming (ILP) [14] is a multi-relational data mining approach,
which uses the Logic Programming paradigm as its basis.
ILP uses a generate-and-test approach, where in each itera-
tion a large set of hypotheses (or ‘queries’) has to be eval-
uated on the data (also called ‘examples’). Based on the
results of this evaluation, the ILP process selects the “best”
hypotheses and refines them further. Due to the size of the
data of the problems handled by ILP, the underlying query
evaluation engine1 is a crucial part of a real life ILP system.
Hence, a lot of effort is invested in optimizing the engine to

1A classical Prolog engine could be taken as a query evalu-
ation engine.
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yield faster evaluation time through the use of new execu-
tion mechanisms, different internal data representations, . . .
However, while tracing bugs in these newly developed exe-
cution mechanisms is still feasible for small test programs,
many bugs only appear during the execution of the ILP al-
gorithm on real life data sets. Unfortunately, several factors
make debugging in this situation difficult:

• The size of the ILP system itself. Real life ILP systems
often have a very large code base, combining multiple
algorithms and small variants of these algorithms to-
gether. This makes it very tedious to instrument the
code with the necessary debug calls.

• The size of the mining problem. With large problems,
it can take a very long time (hours, even days) before a
specific bug occurs. When debugging, this is not very
desirable, as one typically wants to perform multiple
runs with small modifications to pin-point the exact
problem.

• The high complexity of the hypothesis generation phase.
While the evaluation of hypotheses is often the bottle-
neck, some algorithms (such as rule learners) have a
very expensive hypothesis generation phase, so it could
take a very long time before the bug in the execution
mechanism exposes itself.

These same properties cause problems when performing ana-
lyses of execution mechanisms, such as gathering informa-
tion on the structure of hypotheses, profiling run-time be-
havior to find bottlenecks in the execution, comparing exe-
cution times of different execution mechanisms, . . .

Traces of executions have been used in the past to un-
derstand misbehavior of programs [9, 10]. In this work, we
present a trace based approach for analyzing the runs of an
ILP Data Mining system without needing to modify the ac-
tual implementation of the algorithms. This is an effective
algorithm-independent approach for easy and fast debugging
of the underlying query execution engines, and provides an
easy way to evaluate and compare the impact of different
execution mechanisms. While we mainly focus ourselves on
the engine designer’s point of view, this approach can also
help in visualizing the ILP algorithm itself (e.g. to expose for
bugs). The approaches described here have been successfully
applied in the development of new execution mechanisms in
hipP [2], the engine of the ACE Data Mining system [1].

The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2,
we give a brief introduction to Logic Programming and ILP.



% QH: Queue of hypotheses
QH := Initialize

repeat
Remove H from QH
Choose refinements r1, . . . , rk to apply on H
Apply refinements r1, . . . , rk on H to get H1, . . . , Hn

Add H1, . . . , Hn to QH
Evaluate & Prune QH

until Stop-criterion(QH)

Figure 1: Generic ILP Algorithm

Section 3 discusses the collection of the run-time informa-
tion necessary for our trace based approach. Section 4 then
discusses using these traces to allow fast and easy debug-
ging of query execution. Section 5 describes analyzing the
gathered information to monitor the queries and their exe-
cution. Finally, we give some conclusions and future work
in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND: (INDUCTIVE) LOGIC
PROGRAMMING

A logic program is in essence a collection of Horn clauses,
which are logical implications of the form H ← B1∧. . .∧Bn,
where H is the head and B1 ∧ . . . ∧ Bn is the body of the
clause. The reading of such a clause is: “If B1, . . . and Bn

are true, then H is also true.” Different clauses build the
definition of a predicate, which models a relation. A fact
is a clause without a body. A logic program is ‘executed’
by executing a query against the program. If the query is
consistent with the program, it succeeds. Otherwise, a query
fails. We denote queries by prefixing them with ?-.

In Inductive Logic Programming, every example in the
data set is represented as a logic program, the patterns to
be found are logical queries, and knowledge about the prob-
lem domain (or ‘background knowledge’) is also represented
as a logic program. ILP algorithms typically follow the same
generate-and-test pattern: a set of queries is generated, of
which all queries are tested on (a subset of) the examples
in the data set. The query (or queries) which cover the
data the best are then selected and extended, after which
the process restarts with the extended queries. Hence, the
query space is exhaustively searched, starting from the most
general query and refining it further and further until the
query (or queries) cover the data well enough. The generic
ILP algorithm (as described in [14]) can be seen in Fig-
ure 1. In this algorithm, the Initialize, Remove, Choose,
Evaluate & Prune and Stop-criterion procedures are to
be filled in by the ILP algorithm, creating a special instance
of this generic algorithm. Hence, these are the functions
that characterize an ILP algorithm. In general, the most
crucial step with respect to execution time is the Evaluate

& Prune step: the (often large) set of queries H1, . . . , Hn has
to be run for each example. It is not uncommon to have a set
of 3000 queries which are executed up to 1000 times. There-
fore, fast query execution mechanisms are needed. One of
the developed techniques are query packs [4], which exploit
the similar structure of the set of queries which have to be
evaluated, and combine them into a tree-like query, yielding
speedups up to a factor 100. When the word ‘query’ is used
in the following sections, it should be interpreted as ‘query
pack’, since this technique is almost always used in practice.

Concrete examples of ILP algorithms are Tilde [3], a
decision tree learner, and Warmr [7], a frequent pattern
learner. Both algorithms were implemented in the ACE
Data Mining system [1]. The ACE system uses hipP [2]
as its execution engine, a high-performance Prolog engine
(written in C) with specific extensions for ILP such as query
packs [4] and query transformations [6]. Recent research in
query execution includes the combination of query packs
with other query transformations [18], and new compilation
techniques for queries [17]. The development of these new
methods are done on a low level in the execution engine, and
therefore can make debugging quite tedious.

Typical ILP benchmarks are Mutagenesis [16] and Carci-
nogenesis [15], 2 data sets containing information about the
structures of molecules, and where the task of the ILP sys-
tem is to learn to predict whether an unseen molecule can
cause cancer or not. Both data sets are relatively small: the
Mutagenesis data set consists of 230 examples, while Carci-
nogenesis contains 330 examples. A more real-life data set
is the HIV data set [8], containing over 4000 examples.

3. GATHERING RUN-TIME INFORMATION
Our approach uses traces to perform debugging and ana-

lysis of of query execution in an ILP algorithm. For this pur-
pose, the crucial step in the ILP algorithm is the Evaluate &

Prune step from Figure 1. We will therefore record the quer-
ies executed in each step, together with the examples these
queries are run on. This information in itself is enough to
simulate the query evaluation phase of the ILP algorithm;
why and how these queries were generated is irrelevant to
their execution. So, a first format of our trace could consist
of query/2 facts similar to the following:

query((atom(X,’c’)), [1,2,3,4,5]).

query((atom(X,’c’),atom(Y,’o’),bond(X,Y)), [1,5]).

This trace represents a run of an ILP algorithm that only ex-
ecuted 2 queries on the data set: a first query, atom(X,’c’),
executed on all 5 examples, and a second query which is a
refinement of the first one, (atom(X,’c’), atom(Y,’o’),

bond(X,Y)), which was only executed on the first and the
last example.

More advanced execution mechanisms such as query packs
group sets of queries into trie-like structures, factoring out
the common parts of the queries. The syntax of these query
packs is the same as the ones for normal disjunctions in Pro-
log, but the execution mechanisms is adapted and improved
for the ILP setting. Instead of logging regular queries, we
will log these query packs in our traces. For example, ex-
ecuting the following 2 queries (with both a common goal
atom(X,’c’))

?- atom(X,’c’), atom(Y,’o’).

?- atom(X,’c’), atom(Z,’h’).

in a query pack on the first 3 examples would result in the
following query trace:

query((atom(X,’c’), (atom(Y,’o’) ; atom(Z,’h’))),

[1,2,3]).

The information in the trace can be extended even fur-
ther. For example, for purposes such as visualization of
ILP algorithms, information on the origin of a query is use-
ful: when H1 and H2 are the result of applying r1 and r2



to a hypothesis H, one might want to visualize this rela-
tion. Such information is also useful in the research for in-
cremental query representations, used in execution schemes
which exploit the incremental nature of query execution.

The sizes of the traces can grow quite large in practice.
For example, running the Tilde algorithm on 4150 examples
of the HIV data set results in a trace of 204 queries, encom-
passing a total of 63 MB. For our purposes, this does not
pose any problems, since the debugging and analyses presen-
ted in Section 4 and Section 5 only use sequential access to
this data. However, when needing random access to the
trace (e.g. for a visualizing ‘trace browser’), the traces will
need smarter storage methods (e.g. building indexes on the
traces).

In this first phase of the analysis approach, the relevant
information of a specific run of an ILP algorithm on a data
set was gathered into a trace. This trace is independent of
the concrete algorithm itself, in the sense that it is just a
sequence of queries the algorithm evaluated on the examples.

4. DEBUGGING QUERY EXECUTION
When developing optimizations for query evaluation, dif-

ferent execution mechanisms are investigated. Since a new
execution mechanism needs to yield the same final results
as the existing one, inconsistencies are typically detected
by running the data mining algorithm using each execution
mechanism, and comparing the final data mining results.
However, this only indicates that there is a bug in the exe-
cution somewhere, but it doesn’t show where; to be able to
determine this, the complete data mining algorithm has to
be run using both the debugger of the host language of the
ILP system, and the debugger of the host language of the
execution engine. This is very hard and time-consuming
in practice. Moreover, comparing the output results only
works when the data mining has a deterministic behavior:
if the decisions it makes are based on a random factor, the
outputs of the algorithm can (slightly) differ, and comparing
runs is not possible.

To verify that a new execution mechanism is correct, the
trace of queries can be used, and for each query in the trace,
the results of the query are compared for each execution
mechanism. Differing results indicate a bug in the new exe-
cution scheme, and the query for which this conflict occurs is
investigated further. Comparing the result of a single query
in ILP is simple: for each example in the data set, only the
success of the query has to be logged to determine whether
the hypothesis covers the example or not. This can be done
by simply adorning the query with a final call to a predicate
logging the success of a query. So, the query

?- atom(X,’c’), atom(Y,’o’), bond(X,Y).

is transformed into

?- atom(X,’c’), atom(Y,’o’), bond(X,Y),

cur_example(Ex), log_success(Ex).

Note that cur example/1 is a predicate provided by the ILP
system to identify the current example. When execution
reaches the end of the query (meaning that the query applies
to the current example), log success/1 stores the successful
result of applying the query on the example in the dynamic
database. After executing a query (pack) on the requested
set of examples, the results are compared against each other,
and conflicting results are reported as bugs.

With multi-query execution mechanisms such as query
packs, a single entry in the trace represents a set of quer-
ies. Therefore, each branch of the query pack is given a
unique identifier, and the success of each branch is recor-
ded separately in the database. Comparing the successes
of the separate queries serves as a first pass to indicate a
query pack causing a bug. A second pass can then gradu-
ally prune the query pack to the minimal pack which has
a faulty execution. The pruning process can be automated
by a process which greedily prunes branches from the pack,
given that there still is at least one query with different ex-
ecution results in the pack. Although this might not give
the minimal pack causing buggy execution, it gives effective
results nevertheless. Other pruning processes can be used
to reduce the buggy pack even further.

By separately testing the success of every query (pack)
it is easy to isolate queries which expose bugs in newly de-
veloped execution mechanisms. Even if the bug is not re-
lated to a single query (which is often the case with bugs
in the memory management), the number of queries which
have to be executed to make the bug occur can be trimmed
down drastically by modifying the trace, thus ‘shortcutting’
the simulated algorithm execution, which helps a lot in im-
proving the speed of the debugging process.

This debugging approach is currently used in the devel-
opment of new execution mechanisms for the ACE Data
Mining system. The ACE data mining system was first in-
strumented with query logging code, which yields the traces
for debugging. A small Prolog program was written which
subsequently annotates each query in the trace with the
log success/2 calls, executes the annotated query under
each execution mechanism, and checks if the results match.
Upon conflicting results, the trace is manually trimmed down
to the smallest trace yielding buggy execution, and the query
of interest is semi-automatically trimmed to a smaller query
for easy handling. Since the simulating Prolog program is
essentially only a loop of query executions, debugging exe-
cution in such a simple program is a lot easier and faster
than having to debug in the full data mining system.

5. MONITORING QUERIES
The usefulness of traces for monitoring in the context of

logic programming was already identified in [13]. Here, we
will talk about monitoring query execution in ILP through
the use of the traces. Goals of this analysis are: (1) Pre-
dicting or explaining behavior of execution mechanisms on
a data set; (2) comparing different execution mechanisms;
and (3) detecting bottlenecks in query execution of data sets,
such that new improvements can be developed to solve these.
We will perform 2 analyses on the traces: a static analysis,
gathering relevant statistics by looking at the traces only,
and a dynamic analysis, by profiling query execution using
simulation. The static analysis is just a matter of traversing
each query of the trace while keeping counters for several
aspects of query. For a query pack, relevant statistics are
the total number of goals in the query (pack), the number of
of queries in the pack, the (average, minimum, maximum)
branching factor of the pack, . . .

For the dynamic analysis, every query of the trace is in-
strumented with profiling calls, and then executed on all the
examples of the data set on which the original algorithm
evaluated the example. A first interesting aspect to monitor
is the inputs and outputs of the ‘Box Model’ [5] for every



Static

# Goals 17149
# Queries 7613
Depth 7
Min. Goals per Query 3
Avg. Goals per Query 7.83
Max. Goals per Query 11
Min. Branching Factor 2
Avg. Branching Factor 42.37
Max. Branching Factor 91

Dynamic
QPacks ADPacks

Examples 13
Min. Call 59452 19296
Avg. Call 447692.23 61240.77
Max. Call 1469595 137569
Tot. Call 5819999 796130
Min. Redo 1205 545
Avg. Redo 7933.31 2411.54
Max. Redo 24084 6348
Tot. Redo 103133 31350

Figure 2: Collected statistics for a query pack

goal of the query: this measures how many times a goal
was called, succeeded, failed, or was backtracked to. This
information is for example useful in determining how well
execution mechanisms that try to avoid redundant back-
tracking (such as in [18]) perform.

Another interesting aspect of doing dynamic analysis us-
ing traces is the ability to perform reliable timings of query
execution. By timing execution in a simple trace simulator,
there is no influence on the timing results from the ILP al-
gorithm itself. Moreover, accurate timings can be done on a
per-query basis by executing the query multiple times, and
averaging the total execution time.

Both the static and dynamic analysis can be performed on
different levels: the static statistics are first measured on a
per-query basis, and then aggregated into minima, maxima
and averages over the complete set of queries to yield an
overview of a data set. Since the dynamic analysis involves
running the query on every example, the dynamic statistics
are collected on a per-example basis, and then aggregated
over all examples and over all queries in the trace.

For analyzing the structure of the queries generated by the
algorithms, a query analyzer was written in Prolog. The
static part takes the query trace as input, and computes
statistics on the structure of the query packs over the dif-
ferent iterations of the ILP algorithm. The dynamic part of
the analysis consists in annotating each query of the pack
with profiling calls, and then running the query to collect
the measurements. Both analyses output their information
in an XML document, which is in turn transformed into
structured HTML pages. The resulting document provides
a high-level overview of the ILP data mining run, comparing
different execution mechanisms, and illustrating the beha-
vior of the queries over the complete run.

Figure 2 shows a table with both static and dynamic stat-
istics collected from a specific pack of the resulting trace
from running Tilde on the Carcinogenesis data set. The
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table with the dynamic statistics allows us to compare the
original query packs approach with the more advanced AD-
Packs [18], a variant of query packs aimed at reducing re-
dundant backtracking. Plotting out the number of calls over
the whole trace, as seen in Figure 3, shows that the AD-
Packs mechanism reduces the number of calls over all quer-
ies, reaching the highest reduction in the 21st pack. Finally,
Figure 4 illustrates for the HIV data set the percentage of
goals of a query pack that are never reached. For the HIV
data set, this runs up to 85% of a pack, which means that
the largest part of this query pack is generated and compiled
in vain. Not only do these results motivate the study for lazy
compilation techniques [17], but this information is also use-
ful for the data mining experts for tweaking the ‘language
bias’ of the data set (which controls the query generation
process) to yield more relevant queries.

6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this work, we illustrated a trace based approach to de-

bugging and analyzing query execution mechanisms for ILP
data mining. Using a trace based approach yields several ad-
vantages in this context: the specific workings of the ILP al-
gorithm do not have to be known, as the traces are algorithm
independent, yet provide enough information for performing
a perfect simulation of the query execution of the algorithm
itself. Moreover, by altering the traces (e.g. reducing the
number and size of queries) execution can be ‘shortcut’, al-
lowing bugs to be exposed very fast without having to go
through the whole trace. Also, with trace-based execution,
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Figure 5: Overview of the debugging and analysis
process

time is only spent on the execution of queries. Therefore,
a complex query generation phase of an ILP algorithm will
not affect the total execution time of a trace, and so de-
bugging can be done faster. Finally, it is not necessary to
have full knowledge of the code base of the data mining sys-
tem, which can in practice become very large. Besides being
useful in debugging, the query traces can also be used for
analyzing and comparing query execution mechanisms.

Figure 5 shows an overview of the debugging and analysis
process. Running the data mining system (built upon the
execution engine) with a data set as input yields the query
trace such as described in Section 3. The trace, together
with the original data, is then used as an input to the trace
simulator, which executes the queries on the data; since this
simulator is very small, bugs in the execution mechanism
can be easily found by running the engine on top of the de-
bugger (as described in Section 4). The trace also serves as
an input to the trace analysis (as described in Section 5);
the static analysis looks only at the trace, while the dynamic
analyzer also needs the data set as an input to be able to
profile runs of the queries from the query trace on the data.

The dynamic trace analysis uses a source level transform-
ation to collect run-time statistics. While this approach
is flexible and easy to implement, it introduces significant
run-time overhead. Future work consists in making this ap-
proach more efficient by introducing special profiling instruc-
tions at the bytecode level.

In [11], traces of logic program executions are used for
visualizing the LP execution mechanism. This idea can also
be applied on the ILP query traces, and as such have a
visualization which can serve both didactic purposes as to
acquire an understanding on what happens in the query ex-
ecution of an algorithm on a concrete data set.

All the different analyses, visualizations, and debugging
approaches described above can be combined into a fully
interactive integrated environment. Due to the size of the
analyzed problems, such a tool needs to tackle intelligent
visualization issues to allow easy interactive inspection.

Finally, a trace based approach could lend itself very well

to visualization of ILP algorithms themselves (instead of just
their query execution), by extending the traces to contain in-
formation concerning the other steps from Figure 1. Adding
even more algorithm-dependent data can serve in making
visualizations for specific algorithms. The same advantages
apply here: there is no need to instrument the ILP system
with calls to a user interface, time-consuming steps can be
avoided, visualizations are implementation-independent, . . .
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